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Salinity is a first-rate risk for the sustainability of irrigated agriculture in dry 
lands. To manage salinity with inside the root area for higher crop growth, extra 
water than required to satisfy crop evapotranspiration should be carried out 
to leach immoderate soluble salts out. Such an intentional “over-irrigation” is 
referred to as leaching, that is the number one degree and is broadly practiced 
because the simplest method. By wearing out leaching, salinity with inside the 
root area may be managed at the least tentatively, however drainage beneath 
Neath the basis area is inevitable and if subsurface drainage or groundwater 
discharge of the land is poor, the floor water desk will upward push and salts 
might also additionally go back to the soil floor through speedy and non-stop 
evaporation from the moist soil floor. In addition, flowers will be afflicted by a 
loss of oxygen in soil pores. Therefore, securing subsurface drainage should 
be observed with irrigation in dry lands.

Unfortunately, the synthetic enhancement of subsurface drainage is typically 
expensive. Even if tile drain has been already mounted with inside the past, 
upkeep charges may be a heavy burden for farmers. In this light, this Special 
Issue offers a assessment and authentic studies papers for reviewing such 
drainage structures or comparing the impact of recent subsurface drainage 
structures or schemes for figuring out irrigation/leaching depths. All articles, 
starting from numerical to discipline trials, are beneficial and informative 
even for extensionists, engineers and farmers. These articles can be even 
extra beneficial for researchers to get an outline of what has but to be 
addressed in destiny research as opposed to understanding what has been 
found. Yannopoulos Presented a complete assessment of the records and 
current tendencies associated with the substances and set up strategies for 
subsurface drainage structures. Long-time period fee-advantage analyses 
and sturdiness assessment of recent/opportunity technology referred there 
below numerous situations could be required. 

Okuda evaluated the impact of a brand new mole-drain drilling technology 

(cut-drain) as a low-fee opportunity shallow subsurface drainage gadget thru 
a discipline test in Uzbekistan and concluded that the proposed gadget can 
decorate salt elimination from the discipline. Since the ones consequences 
can be suffering from numerous elements, which include soil, climate, and 
irrigation management, in addition experiments below numerous mixtures of 
these elements can be required to say the effectiveness of the technology. 
With intensifying water scarcity, tired water is getting reused for irrigation 
whilst clean canal water is in shortage. Sang investigated the outcomes of 
alternating clean and saline water irrigation on soil salinity and chlorophyll 
fluorescence the usage of maize. Long-time period experiments for 
comparing salt accumulation below the endorsed scheme could be desired. 
Reducing the drainage price might also additionally mitigate the weight to 
drainage structures and hold the groundwater intensity low even if elderly 
drainage structures aren't absolutely functioning. 

Fujimaki stated that extra than 1/2 of of the water flowing right into a drainage 
gadget in a farmland with inside the Nile Delta bypasses through cracks 
below floor irrigation and endorsed to use water the usage of sprinkler or drip 
irrigation structures. They supplied a brand new degree of the performance of 
leaching. Further research to assess the leaching performance of numerous 
strategies below cracking soil is required. A new scheme for the optimization 
of the irrigation/leaching intensity thinking about the fee of water changed 
into supplied through Fujimaki. They demonstrated the effectiveness thru a 
numerical test to make clear the theoretical benefit fending off experimental 
mistakes which regularly masks variations amongst treatments. Still, a 
discipline validation could be required for the dissemination of the scheme. 
Those obstacles and demanding situations are specifically attributed to 
the long term durations and excessive charges required for discipline 
experiments/tracking of drainage research. I desire this Special Issue ought 
to sell the knowledge of referees of studies presents for such time-eating 
and large-scale experiments in order that extra investment for those research 
without the expectancy of short-time period consequences.
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